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You don't even have to be an artist or understand how to tattoo to open and run a tattoo and/or piercing
business/parlor/shop ... you can hire tattoo performers and piercers to do that for you personally.The
popularity of this business with younger crowd is growing too; this reserve will cover how exactly to open
legitimate tattoo businesses. look at TV shows like LA Ink (Kat Von D), Hart & Huntington, Miami Ink,
London Inked, etc.Many people who are opening studios open within their homes and are getting nailed by
wellness authorities; There aren't any other books like this out there currently.
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A Useful Adjunct to Personal Research Full disclosure here -- I'm not beginning a tattoo and piercing
studio. And as a guide, that is well worth the purchase price.The caution here is that Mueller is location
based so when any potential store owner will soon learn, every town, county and state has a massive set
of rules (or interprets rules to apply) for tat shops. I found the Mueller book while wandering through
things to buy on Amazon and believed it'd be a good research device. From set up Business is best for you
personally, to insurances, paper function, and choosing the name of your organization. Run a Tattoo and
Body Piercing Business is certainly -- a tool. Seemed a bit brief (few pages, large text message). The best
part is, it arrived the day when i purchased it, and that was with regular shipping and delivery! He provides
sample forms for releases, discusses equipment and helps the reader appear at how exactly to run his/her
shop in a businesslike manner. You can read for non-business types. It's logical, structured and has a ton of
good advice. I desire I'd found it at the start of my writing, as it'd have supplied me with direction that I
experienced to find in an even more circuitous path. As I'm assisting draft his business plan, whatever
approaches this market in a businesslike manner was a good catch as far as I'm worried. There are building
officials, health officials, fire officials, code officials, licenses, legislation and myriad quirks. I am in the
process of opening a Tattoo Studio and this publication really helped me away. That is one amazing, concise
book for those with an interest in learning to be a piercer! What Start and Run offers you is helpful

information for the type of footwork you must do. I really do, however, have a relative who's deep into
the design of a fresh studio, with some extremely new ideas (at least in his area of the world) on how to
set one up. Book was gotten for a friend... Start and Run isn't the directions -- it's the outline. There's
plenty of good information and lots of truthful information that may prepare you for a few of the
stumbling blocks you might face. I highly recommend it. This book is super helpful I bought this book
certainly because I want to own my own Tattoo and Piercing studio, this book addresses everything.And
that's exactly what Start & Mueller requires a far more organized approach -- he writes discusses how to
write an excellent business strategy, and about from shop layout to hiring staff. Defiantly a suggested buy!
GREAT BOOK! Good buy Definitely helped us out with things before we made our shop a complete disaster.
The potential store owner should read this in detail, then perform his/her homework locally. Dang! Helpful
book from an A+ seller. This book is very helpful in answering my questions and telling me how to find the
answers I want in my geographic area. Thanks Many thanks. Very informative and provides me more insight
on starting my company. Five Stars Recommended buy Book was gotten for a pal. Seemed a bit ... There's a
lot of good information and lots of truthful information that may . I discovered in assisting my relative
was that many of these operations begin with not a lot of business planning. Was included with a CD for
additional resources.
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